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Delta Society
and Tupper
join forces
w ith Pet
Partners
By Melissa Dirth
Contributing Writer
What's one thing all stu
dents have in common at the
end of the semester? Stress. So
wouldn't they like to have a
way to relieve some of this
stress?
Bryant's own Tupper and
two of his Pet Partners® certi
fied canine friends are team
ing up to help relieve some of
that stress just before the se
mester ends. They will be
gathering on the grass outside
the Bryant Center on Wednes
day, April 27, 2011 for stu
dents to visit. From 11:00 am
to 1:00 pm you can play, pet,
and take pictures with the
dogs.

Bryant's own
Tupper and two of
his Pet Par 1 rs are
tear1'ling up to help
relieve some of that
stress.
Ferrari, a seven-year-old
Portuguese Water Dog and
veteran of the Pet Partners®
program, is one of the dogs
that will be on campus. She
ha won a Good Citizen
'Nard along with a Tempera
ment Training Award. Tupper
is currently attending weekly
classes to become a certified
Pet Partners® dog as well.
''I'm always so busy w ork
ing and on top of that I'm
aduating this year so that
just adds to how stressed I
am," says Marisa Bono 'II.
She adds, "Interviews, class
projects, and exams are taking
ver my life, so I welcome any
opportunity that can give me
a distraction."
Fira Zainal'll agrees: "As
an international student, I've
really missed my pets back.
To top it off, it takes me 22

See "Pets help stress",
page 3.
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Bryant students travel to New
rleans for hurricane relief
Bryant Christian Fellowship offers service to an area still suffering
from the damages of Hurricane Katrina which struck 6 years ago
By Sara Larrabee
Staff Writer
As seen a few weeks ago,
The Archway highlighted an
Alternative Spring Break trip
to the nation's capital in
Washington, D.C. This week,
we explore a second trip
sponsored by the Bryant
Christian Fellowship to the
still-recovering city of New
Orleans, Louisiana.
Students had the opportu
nity to work in areas hardest
hit by Hurricane Katrina,
areas still recovering from
one of the worst natural dis
asters in American history al
most 6 years later. Led by the
Bryant Christian Fellowship,
a group of com mitted stu
d ents gave up technology

See "New Orleans",
page . Participants of New Orleans alternative spring break trip

(Courtesy of Sara Larabee)

What Happens in ¥ gas
...Stays in Vegas
By Sara Larrabee
Staff Writer
Last week, one of my friends asked
me, "What are you doing this week
end," and I calmly responded, "Oh
nothing, just going to Las Vegas." The
look on their face was priceless, and it
was then when I realized what an op
portunity I had in front of me.
Attending the Broadcast Educators
Association (BEA) Conference and the
National Association of Broadcasters
(NAB) Trade Show in Las Vegas, Ne
vada was only a dream of mine until a
few weeks ago. Daniel Greene, adjunct
computer information systems profes
sor and full-time Bryant employee in the
Koffler Communication Complex, usu
ally flies out to Las Vegas each year.
There, he explores the latest advances in
technology and attends sessions where
other colleges and universities present
their projects to hundreds of thousands
of attendees. Previous Bryant students,

including Mark Laslo '10 and Brian Ko
'10, have attended in the past, but with
the always pressing budgetary concerns,
it was looking like my chances of flying
out with Dan were slim to none.
However, because of the partnership
that Bryant has recently formed with the
local Lincoln High School students and
their media department director Doreen
Picozzi, Dan's written proposal to pres
ent a panel discussion on our progress
and our partnership was accepted for
the BEA Conference 2011.
I had been involved in this project
throughout m y freshman year last year.
During this time, I worked with stu
dents at Lincoln High School on editing
with Adobe Premiere Software using
laptops provided by the University, and
helped them set up and 0 erate their
new television studio, used for the daily
broadcasting of their morning an
nouncements. So far, it has been an
amazing and empowering experience to
watch the studen ts grow to love journal

ism because I have such a passion for
the subject and hope to have a job in the
industry some day.
Due to the generous sponsorships of
the Bryant Communication Department,
the Media Production Club, our Vice
President of Academic Affairs Jose
Marie Griffiths, and Dan Greene him
self, my vision and my hope of
attending this trip to Las Vegas became
a reality. Before I knew it I was on a
plane to the fabulous Las Vegas strip
with Dan, D~reenlpicozzi, and Lincoln
High School senior Kelly Bogdanski.
I could write for hours about all the
amazing sights and sounds that Vegas
has to offer, and I hope everyone can
visit tlus part of ou r amazing coun try
some day. However, we w ere in Las
Vegas to p resen t, to learn, and to corne
back with new knowledge, and that is
wh at happened!
We received such positive feedback

See "Trade Show", page 2.
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2011-2012
Student Senate
Executive Board
Announced

Trade Show
Continued from page one

Daniel Greene, Kelly Bogdanski, Sara Larrabee, and Doreen Picozzi at the Aria Hotel in
Las Vegas, Nevada before their panel discussion/presentation on the Power of a Great
Partnership. (Courtesy of Sara Larrabee)

on our presentation from ed
ucators from all around the
country. In addition, we were
surprised to meet so many
people wanting to create a
partnership like we have and
offering us advice on how to
improve ours. By attending
other sessions, I was able to
personally recognize ways to
improve the different media
dubs I am involved in on

campus. One idea would be
to purchase a professional
Daktronics LED screen for
our athletic complex and
have students run the graphics and video for all of our
Division 1 sports teams .. .1
guess we will have to see
about that one in the future .
My best memory was
when we walked into the
NAB Trade Show. I just

stood in the doorway in ab
solute awe of the sheer mag
nitude of people who were
attending, as well as the elab
orate booths and exhibits that
were set up with the most ad
vanced technology in the
world: 3-D cameras, green
screen sets, characterized
motion sensor suits, radio
streaming software, jibs,
giant LCD screens  the list

goes on and on! The NAB
Trade Show is the second
largest of its kind in the
world, and for Bryant Uni
versity to be represented on
such a large scale was ab
solutely inspiring.
I did not want to come
home because I was totally
immersed in a technological
sea of equipment. Reflecting
on my experiences, I know I
am lucky to have sponsors
from Bryant who have al
lowe me to travel to the
westem side of America.
During our trip we took
video highlights f our day
and made short news p ack
ages - you can search f r the
WLHS81 0 1annel on
YouTube and see the 4 videos
we put together using the
software that Bryant has pro
vided for the Lincoln High
School students. As always,
MPCBryant is another great
YouTube channel that fea
tures student work and is
constantly updated.
I'd like to again thank
Wendy Samter of the Com
munication Department,
Jose-Marie Griffiths, the
Media Production Oub, and
Dan Greene for allowing me
to travel to Las Vegas, and
The Archway for allowing me
to share my experiences!

By Jessica Komoroski

Editor-in-Chief
On April 13, 2011 the Stu
dent Senate Executive Board
of 2010-2011 transferred their
duties.
The 2011-2012 Executive
Board members took the
Senate Oath at last Wednes
day's Student Senate meet
ing. The oath ultimately
states that the E-board will
uphold the interests of
Bryant University students
and put the student body's
need above their own.
Th e Executive Board of
the Student Senate is made
up of five positions: Presi
dent, Vice President, Treas
urer, Secretary, and Speaker
of the Council. They are
voted on by the entire stu
dent body.
During the voting in 2009
and 2010, current students in
senior standing were told
they could not vote. After
questions and concerns were
raised to the Senate, they re
opened the 2011-2012 voting
for two days to allow seniors
the opportunity to cast their
votes.
The Executive Board leads
a legislative body ideally
made up of 5 students from
each class year.
The 2011-2012 Student
Senate E-board is:
President: Yohann Scllroff '13
Vice President: Jodi Ricci '13
Treasurer: Alexandra Geer
'12
Secretary: Stephanie Naum
chevski'13
..,v.o<u,'.., of the Council:
"Grace" Davis '14
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New Orleans
Continued from page one
during their spring break in
ord r to imm rse th emselves
in a different culture and help
those w ho m ost n eed it. The
g roup worked w ith the Our
School at Blair Grocery
(OSBG) in the Lower Ninth
Ward of New Orleans which
is an independen t alternative
school and su stainability edu
cation al center. Working to
end hunger and create a sus
tainable environment for the
citizens of this area, students
w orked with this after-school
program, which included
GED prep training for high
school students, and came
away with some valuable les
SOl1S.

Here are some students'
specific reactions to their time
over break:
Joelle Sopariwala '12
I w anted to attend Alterna
tive Spring Break (ASB) be
cause 1enjoy w orking on
community service p rojects,
and I thought it was a great
opportunity to w rk w ith
other students who share my
Jove for helping those who
are less fortunate .
Also I was lookmg forwaTd
to enj ying the city of ew
Orleans. My favorite m em ry
is actually fron attending th
Mardi Gras p arades WIth my
friends and having the oppor
tunity to visit the Fren ch
Qu arter an d e t the infamous
beignets.
I would d efjnitel ' recom
mend that o thers take this trIp
in the future. Not only did I
have an amazing time with
my friend s and make new
bonds with others I traveled
with, but I also had the op
portunity to impact the lives
of those in need.
Jeff Pierro '14
I wanted to attend the Kat
rina Relief Urban Plunge pro
gram during spring break
because I thought it would be
a cool new experience for me,
and a great opportunity to
serve those who really needed
our help. My mission was to
become more educated about
the problems and needs con
cerning those who had suf
fered through Hurricane
Katrina, as well as to do what
ever I could to help rebuild
the afflicted area.
There were two m ain les
sons I learned, the first being
that although it has been al
most 6 years since the hurri
cane happened, there is still a
significant amount of work t
be done. The second is that
Hurricane Katrina is not the
only problem imp cting those
in New Orleans ' t now,
bu t that there ar many social
justice problem s that need to
be addressed as well.
Stanwood Dolph '12
The Alternative Spring
Break program was presented
as a great way to give back to
a community that needs help,
and also, to do something bet
ter than sitting on my butt for
a week [during spring break].
My mission was to simply
help out where needed... com
munity service is not about
managing, it's about giving. I
would recommend this trip to
anyone who truly wants to
understand the meaning of

giving back and have an expe
rienc tha Lwill stay with you
for the rest of your life.
Meredith Failla '12
My mission in travelling to
New Orleans was to become
more informed about the situ
ation that faced the city post
Katrina and to help those who
suffered through the disaster.
I really wanted to m ake an
impact on the city somehow
and grow closer with the
other Bryant students who
went on the trip as well. Sam
pling local delicacies like alli
gator was a pretty memorable
part of this trip too!
While in New Orleans, I
realized that a lot of th e peo
ple who come from Louisiana
do not g row up with the same
range of opportunities and re
sources as we do here in the
N ortheast. This Alternative
Spring Break trip is d efinitely
one of lhe most underrate
tri s offered at Bryant. This
trip is open to everyone, and 1
w ou Id definitely encourage
thers to go and take the
amazing opportunity to help
the people that call New O r
leans home.
It is important to get in
volved at any stage in your
education, and Bryant gives
its stu d ents many pportuni
ties to explore themselves and
to grow as leaders. Thank you
to all w ho h ave made this ar
ticle possible an look ut for
fu ture opportun ities ior trips
likE' this!!

p age 3

Learning in the Field
A Spring Break in the American West
By Colin Gannon
Contributing Writer
Somewhere in the panhandle
of northern Idaho, a group of
Bryant University students
trudged through freezing rain
and half a foot of ice, snow, and
mud. Then, standing at the edge
of a field in an isolated town
with a population of less than
one hundred, we aruld hear
nothing aside from £he calm
sound of rain and rustling of the
majestic, ooniferous tree; that en
oompassed us.
It was a serene moment in a
remote and quiet village in the
American northwest,. one of
those times you pause to simply
enjoy the beauty of the natural
world ...but that instant was
quickly shattered as a backhoe
roared to life and began violently
smashing the rocks in our imme
diate vicinity. WIth the sounds of
cracking rock echoing through
the vallev, the madUne turned
up large-fragments of seemingly
dinary shale rock.
A quick c issection pro -eel.
however, tfurt the rock held an
anrient artifact fossilizecIleaves
nearly 15 million years old, still
painted with a faintred after no
exposure to oxygenior thou
sands of millennia Every rut into
the btone produced crn.n1t1ess
pieces of the earth' past that I -t
us all in a state of awe.
The Garkia Miocene fossil
site is one of the world-dass
treasure-troves that yields well
preserved and diverse fossil flora
that had lived in the ancient pac;!:
of global wanning time. This fos-

Students and faculty are examining an illustration of
redwood tree rings at the Muir Woods National
Monument near San Francisco (Courtesy of Professor Qin Leng)
sil enrounter, which gave us the
once in a lifetime chance to expe
rience geology hands on, was
just one stop on our spring break
tour of the American west
Prior to visiting the Oarkia
fossil beds on northern Idaho,
our group, whid1 COI"l<;isted of
vanous environmental science
students and farnlty members
from the department of science
and teChnology as well as the
Us-a1ina Institute, traveled to
the SanFrandsco areain central
California.
Ths fust leg of OUT trip w.:IS
fundeclin partby a NASA space
grant and cx:rled by Bryant sci
ence and technology p fessors
Hong Yang and Qin Leng; it al
lowed us the opportunity to visit
various scientific institutions in
the region, including the NASA
Am Research center, the Cali
fomiaAcademy of Scien
and
I

Muir Woods National Monu
ment We then traveled to west
ern Washington and Idaho,
where we studied the unique ge
ological properties of the area 
distinctive sites that showcase
traits seen nowhere else in the
w rid Each location (whidt in
our Washingtun and Wah por
tion included the C IombJa
River, Univ 'tyofIdahoBotan
iad Gardens, Steptoe Butte State
Park, and aforementioned
CIatkia Fossil Bowl) brought us
closer to the envirorunenlaJ stud
ies learned in the classroortlt and
offered a rare opportunity to 0b
serve th beauty of the world we
are working to protect.
lhroughout our journey, we
were privileged to visit world
class facilities, see gorgeous
sights, and witness cutting edge
technology associated with th

e1d.

et h lp
stress
Continued from page one
hours on a plane to get to Malaysia - so a
weekend back home is out of the ques
tion. An event like this isn't very com
mon but would definitely be helpful to
me and other students who are home
sick."
Universities across the country such
as Yale Law School have held similar
programs to help students de-stress and
take some time out from their challeng
ing academic workloads. This is all part
of a larger practice where pets are used
to help treat individuals, fulfilling a ther
apeutic role. These animals are used in
promoting phYSical, emotional, social,
an d cognitive fu nctioning in p atients or
anyone who feels they could benefit
from a scheduled play d ate.
The Pet Partners® prog ram is part of
the Delta Society's mission to "improve
huma n health through Service and Ther
apy animals." Tod ay there aTe over
10,000 registered teams w orking in com
m unities throughout he c untry. Whil
d gs are th~ m st p pular, o ther animals
sud 1 as cats, rabbiEs, horses, d onkey ,
parrots, and even potbellied p igs hav
been used. According to the Delta Soci
ety, just one Pet Partners® team who
makes an average of three hospital visits
each month is likely to touch the lives of
m ore than 540 people in a single year.
Make sure to stop by and visit the
dogs on the grass outside of the Bryant
Center on April 27 and learn more about
the Delta Society. Just follow the paw
prints!
For more information on the event,
please contact Melissa Dirth at
mdirth@bryant.edu or Cristin Mcaleavey
at cmcaleav@bryant.edu or search for the
event on Facebook!

THE BRYANT
GRADUATE PROGRAMS
The Bryant University Graduate School of Business prepares students for success in
their chosen professions. As a graduate, you will join an impressive alumni
community that includes industry leaders across the country and around the world.
THE BRYANT MBA ONE-YEAR PROGRAM

THE B RYANT MASTER OF PROFESSIONAL

Full-time, day program for ulllllajors

A CCOUNTANCY (MPAc)

• No professional experi ence neces'llIY
• Distinguish yourself in a competitive
job mar el
• Gai n hands-on experie nce with the
Busin ess Practicu m
T HE BRYANT M BA T WO-YEAR PROGRAM
Pu rf-time, eVenillg program for professio llal' from

any field

Full-time, day program for accounting majors
• Meets the 1 5 0 hour requirement for
CPA li censure'
• Co mplet in Summer/Fall,
Summer/S ummer, Fa lil5prin g, or
Spring/ Sum mer
• Tax co)nce nrr3tion available with
SumDleri F311 nr Summe riSu tnmt'r plan
THE BRYANT MASTER OF SCIENCE IN

• Develop high-level business skills for
long-term career su ~ cess
• Enter and progress through the program
with a supportive team
• Build your network while enhancing
your resume

TAXATION (MST)

Parf-fime, eve lling program for tax profess ionals
• Build an expertise in all areas of taxation
• Network with tax executives and industry
professionals
• Flexible scheduling options

Upcoming Information Sessions
Saturday, April 30 at lOam in MRC 4

Wednesday, May II at 6pm in MRC 4

www.bryant.edu/gradschool • 4°1-232-623°
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ClImpUS faoUties. Access to these areas wdI lit rill!fu!ly monit«ed iV1d special ittmtion givel tD IIJ'dmce dmbt:. students with \Ia&5/
badlIacb, ard/or other pad:ages ere ikohol miiht be concealed rTli'{ be asked to ltVeal the werts. Fan to cnmply....ill res ill
denial ofacceSl andmay resu in dlsci tlIaIyKlion ItdotiCllted - Is maybe asked to leave events and may face criminal
actioll5; and on-campus sanctions.

ATTE TIO SENIORS
GRADUATION FAIR: WEDNESDAY, APRIL 27
You are encouraged to attend the
Graduation Fair in the Rotunda from 10 a.m. - 2 p.m.
At the Graduation Fair, you will be able to:
Purchase your CAP, GOWN & HOOD
(note: cap & gown purchase will be
available until 6 p.m.)
Learn about the Class of 2011 Gift!
Sign-upfor Bryant's onlineAlumni
directory and permanent e-maJI!
Order a class ring!
Get a graduation photo taken!

campus news
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VANDALISM (AUTO)
APR 12 2011-Tuesday at 17:30
Location: RESIDENCE HALL 15 LOT
Summary: DPS received a report of a
vehicle being scratched while parked
in the commuter lot. DPS is investi
gating.
EMTCALL
(Medical Services Rendered)
APR 12 2011-Tuesday at 21:21
Location: BRYANT CENTER
Summary: DPS received a report of a
peson unconscious. EMS was acti
vated. Patient was transported to Fa
tima Hospital by the Smithfield
Rescue.
LOST, STOLEN, MISPLACED KEY (S)
APR 13 2011-Wednesday at 15:15
Location: RESIDENCE HALL
Summary: DPS took a report from a
student who was reporting their room
key was stolen. This incident oc
curred off campus.
VANDALISM
APR 15 2011-Friday at 03:43
Location: TOWNHOUSE VILLAGE
Summary: DPS took note of a handi
~a~ par~g sign ~as v~d~lized. The
InCIdent IS under Investigation.

ACCIDENT (MVA)
Motor Vehicle Accident
APR 15 2011-Friday at 13:29
Location:
REAR ACCESS ROAD 14,15,16
Summary: A Smithfield Fire Depart
ment fire truck backed into a vefucle
while attempting to leave campus.
Smithfield Police responded to take a
report.
POSSESSION OF DRUG
PARAPHERNALIA
APR 16 2011-Saturday at 23:18
Location: RESIDENCE HALL
Summary: DPS received a re1;'ort of
possible drug activity in a reSidence
hall. DPS confiscated drug parapher
nalia and on campus charges have
been filed.
VANDALISM (ReSidence)
APR 16 2011-Saturday at 19:20
Location: TOWNHOUSE
Summary: A student reported their
window being broken by a beer bottle.
DPS is investigating.
VANDALISM (ReSidence)
APR 16 2011-Saturday at 23:34
Location: RESIDENCE HALL
Summary: An RA reported that some
one had thrown a bottle through a
window in a Residence Hall. The inci
dent is under investigation.
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BIAS INCIDENTS None Reported

TOWED VEHICLE
APR 17 2011-Sunday at 11:49
Location: HALL 16 LOT
Summary: A vehicle was towed for il
legal parking and being a scofflaw.
The vehicle nad multip1e violations.

To report a bias incident or hate crime,
go to www.bryant.edu/bias or call the
Bias Incident Hotline at x6920
Bias related incident - a threatened,
attempted, or completed action that
is motivated by bigotry and bias re
garding a person's real or perceived
race, religIOn, natural origIn, ethnic
ity, sexual orientation, disability, or
gender status. Examples of these in
cidents include name calling, offen
sive language/acts, and
graffitiJljehavior.

EMTCALL
(Medical Services Rendered)
APR 17 2011-Sunday at 22:00
Location: RESIDENCE HALL
Summary: DPS received a report of a
person having a seizure. EMS was ac
tivated. Smithlield Rescue was also
called and the patient refused to be
transported to the hospital.
THEFT (LARCENY)
APR 18 2011-Monday at 13:18
Location: CHASE ATHLETIC
CENTER / GYM / MAC
Summary: A student reported their
wallet being stolen from the Athletic
Center. DPS is investigating ..

The DPS Crime
Prevention Officers·
"TIP OF THE WEEK"

THEFT (LARCENY)
APR 18 2011-Monday at 23:02
Location:
CHASE ATHLETIC CENTER /
GYM/MAC
Summary: A student reported a bas
ketball stolen from the MAC.

Be sur to close car
·nd wsa d
lock the doo
Al way keep al a les
secured out of ight!

Artificial Sweeteners: Friend or Foe?
consume the artificial sweetener without the calo
ries, your body continues to crave the calories, so
you end up eating more calories later on. There may
also be a connection with a complex food pathway
that drives our desire to eat. The sweetness without
the calories interferes with the nonnal process of
this pathway, causing an increased craving for
sweets.
A final possibility for the relationship between
artificial sweeteners and weight gain is the impact
that high amounts of sweet taste have on how much
we need to feel satisfied. Artificial sweeteners are
hundreds of times sweeter than sugar. It has been
found that repeated exposure to a flavor trains fla
vor preferences. Think of how your tastes buds get
used to new flavors when you makes changes in
your diet. Anyone who gets used to skim milk will
tell you that whole milk tastes too strong for them.
The same is true for salty foods. The difference with
the sweeteners and cutting back on sugar is that ar
tificial sweeteners are added in by food manu factur-

By Debbie Turner

Dietitian
Many people often tell me they have an "addic
tion" to sweets, but did you know that we are born
with a preference for sweets, and it remains with us
throughout our lives?
Sugar and its role in our diet have indeed be
come a controversial topic. Many have blamed
sugar for the increasing amount of overweight and
obese individuals in our country. In fact, the new di
etary guidelines state that we are to choose bever
ages and foods with as little added sugar as
possible. That being said, artificial sweeteners have
become a popular choice in an attempt to cut calo
ries. But are they really helping curb the sugar in
take or becoming part of the problem?
The possible cause of this problem could be that
artificial sugar actually increases sugar cravings.
The theory is that our bodies sense the sweetness of
the food and expect to digest the calories. When you

Most Popular Artificial Sweeteners
Brll!. nd "", m e

Gene ric Na rne

SWeet-n-Low

Saccharin

SWeet ness
Factor
Compared to
lJ9'I r
:>00-700 x

s ugar

ConCe r os

Allergies to
Suifer ,Headad1rs,
Didhrrea, (;.anee
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I ngr edient s
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dia oxide, chlorin e,

a rn monill, benzoic
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Aspa rtame

EqllZl l

200z sugar

Most:

aspa rtkacfd,

oontroV'l!r§ial,
headaches,
dIqoestive ISsues.

phenyla'"nl ne
m e t hanol.

sp"'~

600 . s ugar

sta rted as an
insecticide,
OIncer Concerns

Take the next step

MBA
-n Sustainability
1-year, 2-year (weekend) or online
Our students and graduate~ are inspin ng
social entrepreneurs, innovative corporate

"nhy ~, hydn>gm

and government leaders and dynamic
managers of nonprofi ts. Th ese susratnability
champions will create and work for businesses
they believe in. At AUNE you study the Triple
Bottom Line-people. planet, profit
approach to business management.

chlorine. thionyl
chlori.1e andrnothanoi
in the ptelGlCe 0 f

• No GMAT or GRE required.

MIl5t be ,,'Voided
by peopJe ....
Phe nylke t o nuria
(PKU )

5ucTa 10se

ers, so you never have the chance to get used to con
suming less of that taste. In fact, the opposite is true.
People get so used to the artificial sweetness that
they eventually add more packets to their bever
ages. One packet of sweetener is equal or greater to
2 teasp oons of sugar. For example: 4 Equal packets
are the same as 8 teaspoons of sugar.
So I ask, is artifiCIal sugar a friend or foe? The
word "artificial" should tell you something. These
sweeteners are chemically manufactured, but our
bodies are not: we can't ingest unlimited quantities
of these additives. Due to the lack of evidence on
the long term use of these products, the FDA has set
acceptable daily limits for each nonnutritive sweet
ener. Unless ordered by a physician, these sweeten
ers should be consumed in limited quantities.
Something to think about: Sweeteners are not es
sential nutrients in our diet, so they exist to nurture
our sweet tooth, not our bodies. However, a nice
piece of fruit will nurture both your sweet tooth and
your body!

trit)1 chlcrid• • oceUc

dimethylfOllllaJljde.4.
etbyIa>orpboliM.

• Summer or fall start.

lolu<m. ~thyl iIoobUtyl

ketone, acetic acid,

benzylbidhly aDm1AIIiDl
chloride. and sodium
methoxi~

Sunnett

Acesulfame K
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Commercial
Products:
ilell dac:bes ,
de pre ssionl
k idney
liver

I issuoos. Lea
Ste'llia

TrU\lWt,

I Purev ia
I

l OOx s ugar a ..
_turol
200x sugilf' "' .
chemi<:,,1 ddP.

stu di<!d
New to mar k e t as
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Apple reports Ql profits up 95 percent Weekly Stock Report
By Patrick May
MCTCampus
Apple's second quarter profit jumped
95 percent, the company said Wednes
day .The result exceeded Wall Street's
forecast . A dditionally, the company ex
pects its coming quarter to be wea ker
than an alysts had been expecting.
"With quarterly revenue growth of 83
percent and profit growth of 95 percent,
we're firing on all cylinders," Steve Job s,
Apple's CEO, said in a news release . "We
will continue to innovate on all fronts
throughout the remainder of the year. "
Investors seemed encourage by the re
sult. After opening at $343 a share, then
rising nearly 2 percent along with the
broader m arket, App le sha res in after
h ou rs trading rose slightly to $344. For
the period ending March 26, the Cuper
tino company earned record second-quar
ter net profit of $5.99 billion on sales of
$24.7 billion. That was $6.40 a share. That
compares to a net quarterly profit of $3.07
billion, or $3.33 per diluted share, in the
year-ago quarter. Gross margin was 41.4
percent compared to 41.7 percent in the
year-ago quarter. International sales ac
counted for 59 percent of the quarter's
revenue.
The outcome comp ared favorably with
Wall Street's projections. Analysts polled
by Thomson Reuters expected the com
pany to earn $5.35 a sh a re on sales of
$23.3 billion. Apple sold 3.76 million
Macs during the quarter, a 28 percent u it
increase o ver th e year-ago quarte r . The
company sold 18.65 million
iPhones, representing 113 percent unit
grow th over th e y ea r -ago qu arter, and
9.02 miJliun i 0 s, re r s n Un g a 17 p er
cent unit decline from the year-ago quar
ter. The company also sold 4.69 million
iPads during the quarter.
Some analysts h a ve raised conce rns
over the recent earthquake and tsunami in
Japan and how supply-chain snafus may
hamper Apple's ability to meet the huge
demand for products such as the iPad2.
According to one report, that device uses
several components manufactured in
Ja p a n , in cluding an electronic compass,
the battery and possibly the advanced

te chnology glass in the display. Research
by IHS iSuppli has identified at least "five
parts sourced from Japanese supplie rs:
NAND fl ash from Toshiba, dynamic ran
dom access m emory (DRAM) m ade by
Elpida Memory, an electronic compass
from AKM Semiconductor, the touch
screen overlay glass likely from Asah'
Glass and the system b attery fro m Apple
Japan.
"W h ile some of these supp liers re
ported that th ei r facilities w e re u n d am
ag ed , d elivery o f components fr om all o f
these companies is likely to be impacted
at leas t to o rne deg ree by logis tical issues
now plagu ing mo t Ja p anese industries in
the q u ak zone, " Andrew Rass w eiler
w r ote in the March repo rt. upplie rs are
xpected to encounter diffi culties in get
ting raw materials su p p lied and d is trib 
uted as well as in shipping out products.
They al so are facing difficulties with em
ployee absences because of problems with
the transportation system. The various
challenges are being compounded by in
terruptions in the electricity supply,
which can have a major im pact on deli
cate processes, such as semiconductor li
thography."
Apple's stellar performance was mir
rored in the reported earnings of other
Silicon Valley firms benefiting from a
crushin g global demand for everything
from computer components that drive
large data centers to tech-toys like the
smartphones that have become must-ha ve
possessions for millions. Intel (INTC), for
one, trumped Wa ll Street forecasts ea rlier
in the week when it announced record
revenue of $12.8 billion for the quarter,
up 25 p r c nt fr om a year ea rlier. And
this came in spite of analysts who were
expecting weak results.
"We are extremely pleased with our
record March quarter revenue and earn
ings and cash flow from operations of
over $6.2 billion," said Peter Oppen
heimer, Apple's CFO. "Looking ahead to
the third fiscal quarter of 2011, we expect
revenue of about $23 billion and we ex
pect d iluted earnings per share of about
$5.03."
It

U.S. stocks rallied Wednesday, as strong ea rnings
from the t echnology sector and a bigger-than-expected
rise in existing-home sales sent the Dow Jones Industrial
Average to a nearly three-year high Wednesday.
The Dow rose 186.79 points, or 1.52%, to 12453.54, its
highest closing level since June 5, 2008.
Intel Corp. shares led the Dow with a 7.8% jump
after the chip maker posted first-quarter earnings and
revenue above analysts' expectations, along with a sec
ond-quarter revenue outlook that topped Wall Street es
timates.
United Technologies Corp . rose 4.3%, also supporting
the Dow, as the maker of elevators and airplane engines
posted first-quarter earnin gs above Wall Street expecta
tions on stron g revenue growth and margin expansion.
Earnings from Dow-component International Business
Machines (also exceeded expectations, but the te chnol
ogy giant's har s slipped 0.4% as the company didn't
lift its full-year forecast by as much as some investors
had h o p ed , and se rvices signings disappointed.
The Standard & Poor's 500-stock index added 17.74,
o r 1.35%, to 1,330.36. The t echnology secto r led the ad
vane , a. the tronger-than- xp ected ea rning s a n d rev
enue growth from Intel and IBM boosted sentiment for
the quarterly results to come from others in the sector.
U.S. economic data also provided a lift after the Na
tional Association of Realtors said existing-home sales
increased 3.7% in March from February. Economists had
expected a smaller increase. The U .S. dollar sank against
both the yen and the euro. The U.s. Dollar Index, which
tracks the currency against a basket of others, fell 0.7%.
Wednesday's climb in U.S. stocks followed gains in
European and Asian markets. It also helped the Dow,
Nasdaq Composite and S&P 500 erase their declines
fro m Monday, w hen Standard & Poor's Ratings Services
cut its ou tlook on u.s . government debt.

Biz Snipz: the current happenings of the business world
By Royce Brunson
Business Editor
•
ues day w as Ta x D ay and som e a m az
ing numbers a rose ab out th~ income tax p aid
by th e Amer ica n taxpayer . It wa s reported
t h at 68% f American households (63.2 million)
h a ve an in c m e of less than 50,000 a year..
12.- % of ho useholds (4.3 m illion) have an in
com e b e tween $50,00 -$100,000 a n n u all y, 2.1 %
of households (485, 000) m akes between $ lOOK
$500K, 1.6% of h o useholds (14,000 ) ma e
$500K-$lmillon and rou ghly 1 % of American
households (4,000) ma kes over $1 million.
•
In the U.s., new h ome construction rose
7.2% in March to an annual rate of 549,000
units, while new home building permits rose
11.2%. Also, permits for single-family homes,
which account for three-quarters of the hous
ing mar ket, rose 5.7% in March. In February,
the annual rate of new home construction was
recorded at 512,000 units.
•
With gas prices on the rise and $4.00 a
gallon regular grade gasoline right around the
corner, you may wonder who has the most ex
pensive gasoline. Here are the average prices
for regular grade gasoline by region in the
United States: New England $3 .86, Mid-At

lantic $3.84, Southeast $3.74, Southwes t $3.72,
Pacific Cat $4.12, Mountain West $3. 61, Mid 
wes $3.76 an d the Great L k es region ha , an
average of $3 .94 for a gallon of regu lar g r ade
ga soline.
•
President O bam a makes $400,000 a year
.for se rvin as President of the United Sta tes.
How ver, with all his other b usine s transac
tions, th e firs t fa m ily m akes a p retty penn y
every y ea r . The Ob am as e arned abou t t 0 
th ird s less in 201 0 than the year before, and
donated about 14% of their in come to charity
($245,075 to 36 different charities) . Th e Obama
fam ily, in tax returns released Monday by the
Whit Hous , reported an adjusted gro ss in
come of $1,728,096, down from about $5.5 mil
lion in 2009.
•
IB M reported a ten percent rise in net
income in the quarter, about $2.9 billion in
growth. The company also reported $24.6 bil
lion in revenue, w hich exceeded Wall Street ex
pectations of $24 billion. IBM has been
focusing on growing industries such as enter
prise-class hardware development to weather
the recession, a strategy that seems to be pay
ing off.
Wells Fargo, the fourth-largest US bank
•
by assets, reported net income of $3.8billion, or

67 cents a share, compared with $2.5billi n, or
45 ce nts, in the sam e quarter las t year.
•
AT&T rep orted an 10.2% increase in i ts
w ireless di vision, t
15.3 billion. O ve rall
sal s gre w by $70\.1 m illion, or 2.3 percent, to
$3] .2 b illi on. That translated to a profit of $3.4
billion , or 57 cents p er share, compared to $2.5
b illion, 41 cents a sh are, a year ago.
Goo gle reported that n et income in the
•
Q 1 rose 17 p er cent to US$2.3 b illion, r
US$7.04 cents a sh a re, from $1.96 billion, r
$6.06 a sha re in the year-ago quarte r. The c m
pany said revenue limbed to $8.58 billion
from $6.77 billion. The company hired n ea rly
1,900 n ew w orker s during the quarte r, -vhile
giving all of its employees a 10% rais . Operat
ing costs including salaries were US$2 .84 bil
lion in the first quarter.
•
Yahoo officials said company profits
dropped by 28% during the first thr m onths
of the year, yielding $223 million in profits for
the company versus the $310 milli on in Q1
profits it made in 2010.
•
IBM logged the highest revenu' ' rowth
the company has seen in 10 years. It lU' rterly
revenue rose 7.7%, as demand for
. main
frame computer lifted hardware all

.
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Bry

t wins six straig t, topples
Harvard
wich, Conn.}would c
ect
on a on -out d ou Ie to ri ht
centt'1 bef re coming across
With two outs and ;"i runner
on a Sollis RBI singL up the
on econd in the top of the
middle of the di mond for the
eighth, junior shortstop David 2-0 edge.
Soltis (Plainville, Conn.)
Harvard would respond in
the bottom half with two
belted a single to right center
for the game-winning RBI, as
runs, first on a throwing error
the Bryant University baseball and then on a double by Jake
team ousted Harvard Univer
McGuiggan for the 2-2 tie
after three.
sity, 3-2, before toppling the
Crimson, 12-2, in the night
O'Neil would zone in on
cap for the Tuesday sweep in
the mound and retire the side
in the fourth on strikeouts
Cambridge, Mass.
With the pair of victories
and face just three batters in
Bryantmoved____________________________________

Courtesy of
Bryantbul1ciogs.com

c

to 3-0 against Th B lId
'
Harvard this
e u o~s outh.It the Crzmson,
6-3,
season and
with Soltis 2-for-3 two-RBI performthe Bulldogs
ance leading the way. Carignan
~re now 10-13 chipped in with two hits to go along
mroad
. h h'
games in
Wl t
lS two runs.
2011. The
Black and Gold are currently
the fifth, before giving way to
riding a six-game win streak
Andrews, who dealt four
strikeouts over the next 1.2 to
and have won nine of the last
force extra innings.
12 outings.
The Bulldogs would take
Bryant's (19-16) all-time
advantage of the opportunity,
leader in appearances Mark
as Carignan reached first and
Andrews (Hillsborough, N.J.)
picked up his fourth win of
advanced to second on a two
the season after tossing 2.2
out dropped pop fly to right
field. Soltis would deliver his
shutout innings. The south
second RBI of the game on a
paw's victory over Harvard
(6-28) came after starting
0-1 pitch to right center for the
pitcher Brian O'Neil (North
go-ahead run.
The Bulldogs outhit the
Reading, Mass.) threw 5.1 in
Crimson, 6-3, with Soltis' 2
nings with five Ks.
Bryant would strike first in for-3 two-RBI performance
leading the way. Carignan
the top of the second, as Joe
Carcone (New Hartford, N .Y.) chipped in with two hits to go
cracked a RBI single to center
along with his two runs.
field, bringing home Jordan
In the late game, Joe
English (Windsor Locks,
Michaud (Milford, Conn.)took
Conn.) for the 1-0 edge.
the hill for the Black and Gold
for the first time in 2011.
Connor Carignan (Nor

Only one is ue left, make
your voice hear !
Write for Archway Sports
and let your peers know
what you have to say
Contact Tom Hansen at
thansen@bryant.edu for

potential st ries

Michaud, a fou r
gam w inn r in
201 0, dealt four
strikeouts and aJ
lowed just one
run along with
one walk in his
debut. On the of
fensive side of
things, the Bull
dogs wasted no
time getting on
the board, as the
visitors posted
five runs in the
top of the second
en rou te to the
2 rout over the
Crimson.
With the bases
loaded in the top . . . ., ....
of the second,
~~~~~~::~~~~~~~~~Ri~J,;~~~~~~~~~
Carignan
stepped into the (Bryantbulldogs)
batter's box and
plated two runs
Norton would continue to see
Brown connected on a double
off an RBI single up the mid
the ball well, picking up his
of his own, moving Norton
dle. Tim Norton (Barnstable,
second hit in the inning with a
over to third before he would
Mass.) would add the third
RBI single before Carignan
touch home on a wild pitch.
run of the game on a wild
reached on a fielder's choice
Soltis would step to the dish
pitch after stealing third base
for the 12-1 lead.
and deliver yet another RBI
and Bryant picked up two
on the day in the form of a
The home side would put
more scores after Carignan
single to left field, bringing
up another score in the bot
and Kevin Brown (Northbor
tom half, but the combination
home Bro'\o\'Il for the 7-1 edge.
ough, Mass.)came across on
Colin Dougherty (Lowell,
of Johnathon Cohen (Nor
errant pitchers by the Crim
walk, Conn.) and Matt Gris
Mass.) would bring home
son for the 5-0 lead.
wold (Berlin, Conn.) shut the
Soltis with an RBI knock
Harvard would respond in through the left side and with door on any sort of comeback
the bottom half of the frame
as the game would be called
the bases loaded Zachary
with a solo shot from Tom
in the top of the seventh due
Trenteseaux (Narragansett,
Arledge, cutting the Bulldogs
RI.) would draw a walk for
to darkness.
lead to four.
Griswold would move to
another score in the at bat.
The visiting Bulldogs
The Crimson pitching staff 1-0 on the season with the W,
would then start to pour on
while six different Bulldogs
would continue to walk in
the runs in the top of the
notched a hit, while Carignan
runs, as Colin Shepard (Box
fourth, when Norton led off
ford, Mass.) worked the count paced the lineup with his
with a double down the right
before reaching base on balls,
three RBIs.
field line. One batter later
giving the Bulldogs a 9-1 lead.

Bryant University
Intramural Athlete of the Week:

Addison Lynch
Sport: Softball
If one we to draw a comparsion between
Addison's softball team and a team in Major
League Baseball, odds are they would choose the
Boston Red Sox, with Lynch being the team's
Carl Crawford (minus the slump of course). Ad
dison posseses the ability to speed around the
base paths and track down seemingly any fly
ball that comes, his way. Having this asset is
crucial to his teams succes during the playoffs,
and it should be very interesting to see what Ad 
dison and his teammates are capable f come
playoff time.

Know an athlete that you want to nominate fo r
the B.U.I.A.O.T.W.? Send all nominations and
comments to archwayObryant.edu
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ose is on the ris
Courtesy of
MCTCampus
The NBA has never been a
league for understatement.
It's not a place in which mar
quee players go about their
business quietly, figuring that
if they do what they are sup
posed to on the court, the
world eventually will take no
tice.
So how unexpected is it
that a guy like Derrick Rose is
the leading candidate to win
the MVP award? Rose is to
hype what LeBron James is to
restraint. Rose is not a big
image guy. He's not into pro
ducing reality shows, he does
n't live in a mansion or own a
fleet of sports cars.
What the Bulls' point
guard does do, according to
his coach, Tom Thibodeau, is
work as hard as anyone in the
game.
"He doesn't beat his chest
or draw attention to himself,"
said Thibodeau, a fonner
Knicks assistant. "He's so
driven. He gets there early
and stays later. He practices
hard and he cares a lot about
his teammates doing well and
winning. He's gotten better
and better and is never satis
fied."
The Bulls, who play the
Knicks on Tuesday at Madi
son Square Garden, have
clinched the No.1 seed in the
Eastern Conference. That's the
first time that has happened
since the 1997-98 season,
w hen Michael Jordan won the
last of his six rings. And Rose,
the Bulls' third-year point

guard, is the biggest reason
why.
Rose, averaging 25.1 points
and 7.8 assists, is coming off a
39-point game in Orlando on
Sunday, which was Chicago's

gible to play in the NCAA; he
would have been a senior at
Memphis this past season if
he hadn't left after his fresh
man year.
Finally and most tellingly,

(MCT Campus)

60th win. He has received
MVP nods from everyone
from Jordan to Celtics coach
Doc Rivers to Nets coach
Avery Johnson .
If Rose does win the
award, it would be notewor
thy on a number of levels.
First, at 22, he would be
the youngest MVP in history,
passing Wes Unseld, who
turned 23 days before win
ning the award as a rookie in
1969. Second, Rose would be
come the first MVP to win it
while still chronologically eli

the Chicago native would be
come the first MVP in years to
come out of nowhere. In his
two previous seasons, Rose
didn't get a single vote. Every
other player in this season's
MVP conversation _ Dwight
Howard, Kobe Bryant, Dirk
Nowitzki, Kevin Durant,
Dwyane Wade and James _
finished in the top 10 in bal
loting last year.
So what happened? Rose
basically took his game to a
new level this season by im
proving his jump shot, bring-

Sipperly, Poli earn NEe
weekly honors
Courtesy of
Bryantbulldogs. com

on his only shot in the 13-8 af
fair. Saturday against Sacred
Heart, he added three more
ground balls for seven on the
2-0 week. On the year, Poli
ranks 18th nationally in
caused turnovers per game,
averaging 1.77 per outing,
and he leads the Bulldogs in
the category with 23, also
ranking second on the squad
in ground balls with 47. This

good on his only two shots of
the contest, scoring twice and
netting the eventual game
Many Bulldogs stood out
winner with one minute left
on the Bryant men's lacrosse
to play in the third period.
The rookie also picked up a
team's 2-0 week but none
more so than sophomore
career-high and team-best five
Mason Poli (Downingtown,
ground balls in the outing. He
would stand out again on the
Pa.) and freshman Dan Sip
perly (Greenwich, N.Y.), who
road against Sacred Heart Sat
were named the Northeast
urday night, collecting two
Conference Defensive Player
more points with a goal and a
of the Week and
helper, the first of his career.
Rookie of the Week,
I
•
He added four more ground
respectively, as the
POll had a career day Tuesday balls while also setting a perpair helped extend
night against the Crusaders, pick- sonal best wi~ two cause~
Bryant's winning
mg Up four ground balls while turnovers, tyillg a game-high
streak to four straight.
h' h d
in the category. Sipperly has
arcmg a career- 19 an game- now scored a goal in each of
Poli had another
big week as a two-way best SlX caused turnovers - the the last five contests and is
defenseman for the
most ofany Bulldog this season.' the top rookie scorer on the
squad with 14 points.
Bulldogs as they
posted convincing wins over
The pair of weekly honors
Holy Cross and Sacred Heart.
bring Bryant's total up to
is Poli's first NEC weekly
The sophomore captained the
honor of the season but marks seven on the 2011 season. The
defense with seven ground
Bulldogs return to action
the third-consecutive week a
Tuesday night, when they
balls and a team-best six
Bulldog has garnered confer
caused turnovers on the week ence defensive player of the
host #14/18 Yale at the Bryant
Turf Complex in their final
while also making the most of week honors.
opportunities on the other
Sipperly earns his second
non-conference matchup of
end of the field, recording his
the year (7 p.m.).
rookie of the week accolade
after leading all Bryant fresh
fourth goal of the season.
men with four points on the
Poli had a career day Tues
day night against the Cru
week, netting a trio of goals
and dishing out one assist
saders, picking up four
ground balls while forcing a
while also leading the team in
career-high and game-best six ground balls with nine in a
caused turnovers - the most of pair of Bulldog wins.
any Bulldog this season. The
Tuesday at home against
sophomore also scored a goal
Holy Cross, Sipperly made

ing his assist level up to
where it was in his rookie sea
son and improving his free
throw shooting.
Rose has always had great
speed and leaping ability for a
6-3 player. Now
that he can knock
them down from
outside _ through
79 games, he's
made 126 three
pOinters after hit
ting only 16 last
season _ defend
ers don't seem to
know what to do
with him.
If that's not
enough, he also
plays defense. In
leading the Bulls
to a win over the
Nets last month,
Rose scored 21
points and helped
hold Deron
Williams, another
talented point
guard, to 1-for-12
shooting.
"He makes the
biggest shot on the biggest
stages, and that's part of what
I look at as an MVP," the Nets'
Johnson said. "He seems to al
ways be there in the last two
minutes of the game. Every
body knows the play is for
him, and you still can't stop
him. That's when you're really
getting it done."
Said the Celtics' Rivers:
"Derrick Rose is the best
player this year in the NBA.
And when you have the best
p layer in the NBA, you r team
is usually pretty good."

Part of the reason Rose has
improved so much season is
his strong relationship with
Thibodeau, the Bulls' first
year coach who is also a tire
less worker. Rose lives in a
relatively modest three-bed
room townhouse near the
Bulls' practice facility. Some
times when he is bored at
night, he likes to bring his
friends to the facility to shoot
with him.
"Whenever I'm there, he al
ways seems to be in his office
working," Rose recently said
of Thibodeau. "I was there at
2:30 in the morning, and he's
up there working. It's crazy."
Rose was feeling pretty
good about his game and his
team coming into the season,
after having won a gold
medal at the World Games
this summer. Though usually
not much of a talker, he does
believe in being honest. He
asked reporters, "Why can't I
be MVP?" on media day last
fall when asked about his atti
tude toward the season.
"You want to set the high
est goal you can with a sea
son," Rose said. "People
thought I was crazy when I
said it, but I know how hard I
worked during the summer
and I wanted to keep pushing
myself."Perhaps all the way
into the record book.

Bryant On Tap
Baseball
Friday, April 22- Home Doubleheader vs. Long Island: 2 & 5
PM
Saturday, April 23- Horne vs. Long Island: 3:30 PM
Tuesday, April 26- Horne vs. UConn: 3:30 PM
Wednesday, April 29- @ Sacred Heart: 6:30 PM
Men's Lacrosse
Saturday, April 23- Home vs. Robert Morris: 1 PM
Women's Lacrosse
Saturday, April 23- @ Long Island: 1 PM
Softball
Friday, April 22- Doubleheader @ Long Island: 3 & 5 PM
Saturday, April 23- Doubleheader @ Central Conn: 1 & 3 PM
Tuesday, April 26- @ UConn: 3:30 PM
Thursday, April 28- Horne vs. Brown: 4:30 PM

fi .

ArelJway readers can now rmd a
trivia question somewhere in the
sports section! The ArelJwaylan
who calls in the correct answer to
the 'Archway on Air' radio show,
Thursdays at 6 pm, on WMJF 88.7,
will win a gilt eard!

o is the
gross""'"

sports
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Yale s ueaks past Bulldogs, 9-8
Courtesy of
Bryantbulldogs.com

a lot to say, as the middie
showed the home side hope
off a feed from Peter McMa
hon (Wilton, Conn.) at the
2:02 mark, cutting Yale's lead
to 8-6.
Less than 30 seconds later,
junior Travis Harrington
(Vestal, N.Y.) got his own
word in, hustling the defense
behind the cage before curling
around for an unassisted
score with 93 seconds left in
regulation to put the pressure
on the nationally ranked visi
tors, who gave up back-to
back Bulldog tallies for the
first time since the game's
opening minutes.
With just a one-goal mar
gin between the two sides,
Cole Yeager and Evan Roberts

The Bulldogs and the Elis
combined for five goals in the
final four minutes of action
Tuesday night as the Bryant
University men's lacrosse
team nearly bridged a late
three-score gap, but No. 14/18
Yale stood up to the test, just
barely squeaking out a 9-8
victory at the Bryant Turf
Complex.
With only 3:55 to play in
the contest, the Elis (9-2)
added what appeared to be
an insurance goal compli
ments of Gregory Mahony to
pad their lead to 8-5 over the
hosts, but Bryant (7-7) had
other ideas
as the sec
onds ticked
off the
clock,
knowing
this game
was far
from over
if the Bull
dogs had
anything to
say about
it.
And as
it turned
out, senior
Gary
Crowley
(Scituate,
one
Mass.) had againt #18/14 ranked Yale (Bryantbulldogs)

met at the X for arguably the
check, while Poli was again
high note for Bryant, as the
most crucial faceoff of the
terrific at both ends of the
hosts jumped out to a 2-0 ad
contest, one the former would field, picking up a career-best
vantage in the first five min
and game-high six ground
utes of play courtesy of Poli
win, forcing junior goalie
and rookie Alex Zomerfeld
Jameson Love (Darien, Conn.) balls while matching his career mark with six caused
(Port Jefferson, N .Y.). But Yale
out of the cage to try to force
turnovers to lead all players.
would neutralize the advanan Eli turnover in the waning
The sophomore defenseman
tage with goals spanning the
seconds of the game.
But a score into an --------------------------------~----~ firstandsecond
unprotected net by
'On offense, the Bulldogs struggled to get frames, and took
3-2 edge with
Mahony gave Yale
their shots on target, firing 39 toward the a9:49
back a two-goal cush
to play in the
cage but putting just 16 on goal in the half.
ion with 1:09 to play.
game.'
And while Mason Poli
(DOwningtown, Pa.)
Crowley
would cause a huge turnover
also netted his fifth goal of the would get the last word in be
fore halftime off an assist
directly off another Yale face
season to open the night's
off win - allowing McMahon
from McMahon, sending the
scoring.
and Max Weisenberg (Long
On offense, the Bulldogs
teams to the locker room in a
Beach, N.Y.) to hook up to
struggled to get their shots on 3-3 deadlock. But two Yale
scores after the break would
make it a one-goal game once
target, firing 39 toward the
more, 9-8, with 37 seconds left cage but putting just 16 on
give the visitors a lead they
wouldn't relinquish despite
- the Bulldogs
goal in the game. Bryant out
wouldn't get
shot Yale, 39-32, on the
Bryant's late push for the
another chance evening and edged the visi
eventual 9-8 final .
to net the
tors in ground balls, 35-27.
The loss marks the end of a
equalizer, as
The home side caused 14 of
four-game winning streak for
the visitors
the Elis' 22 turnovers, but
the Black and Gold, who
won the final
couldn't get the read on Yea
rounded out non-league ac
faceoff to run
tion with Tuesday's contest.
ger at the faceoff, as he won
the clock down 11-of-18 at the X to pace Yale's The Bulldogs return to the
12-of-21 mark on the night.
to zero and
field Saturday afternoon in
Bryant's riding game
their home finale and 2011
leave Smith
cruised in the contest, causing Senior Day, hosting Northeast
field with the
Yale to go just 17-of-23 on the
Conference foe Robert Morris
victory.
Love was
clear, while Bryant missed
at Bulldog Stadium (1 p.m.).
stellar in net
completing just a single clear
for the Black
ing attempt (21-of-22). Both
and Gold,
teams were strong on man
making 15
down defense as the sides
went a combined O-for-8 in
saves to keep
Yale's potent
extra-man opportunities.
The game started out on a
attack in

•

Bulldogs pI twinbill t th
Courtesy of
Bryantbulldogs.com
Sophomore Christina
Eringis (Tewksbury, Mass.)
and junior Laura Bowen
(Hudson, Mass.) both went
yard in Monday's 7-6 win
over Mount st. Mary's, but
not before the Bulldogs fell to
the Mountaineers in the early
contest, 1-0, as the teams split
the Northeast Conference
twinbill at Meadows Field in
Emmitsburg, Md.
With the split, Bryant (20
16,10-4 NEC) moves to 1-3
all-time against the Mount
(14-22,3-8) and has now gone
9-6 in road games this season.
The Bulldogs continue to set
the standard in program his
tory, as the team has now
won 20 games for the first
time since making the jump to
Division I.
With the bases loaded and
two outs in the top of the sev
enth of tlle early game, Bryant
was on the verge of cashing in
on the game's first run, but
the Mount's Nicole Pagano
forced an inning-ending
groundout to stop the threat.
In the bottom half of the
frame, the home side would
place runners on first and

third with one out, and Chloe would get on the board with
a 2-0 advantage.
Mizianty recorded the game's two runs in the top of the first
Bryant's lead would be
first and only RBI with a sin
shortlived, though, as the
in the second outing. Guy
gle to centerfield for the 1-0
would start the surge with a
Mount posted four runs on
victory.
triple to right center, her third three hits in the bottom half of
Senior Samantha Houseal
of the season. Aubrey Mable
the second. Taylor Beebe
(Mount Joy, Pa.), the all-time
(Aurora, Colo.) reached first
highlighted the frame when
program record holder for in
on balls and made her way to
she converted on a 0-1 pitch
for a base
nings
clearing dou
pitched,
took the
ble to left
loss despite
field, lifting
the home side
stranding
to a 4-2 edge.
seven and
The Bull
allowing
just one
dogs would
run.
respond in
Houseal's
the top of the
(10-7) coun
third, when
terpart,
AmyWein
Pagano, left
berg (Pleasant
Valley, N.Y.)
eight in
hit an RBI sin
scoring po
sition and
gle to right
field on the
recorded
one strike
pay-off pitch,
out.
bringing
home Bowen
Bryant
to cut the
got outhit
Sophomore Christina Eringis showed strong defensive pres
lead to 4-3.
by the
Mount, 6-3, ence as well as offensive power with her home run on Monday
Bowen
(Bryantbulldogs)
with Lauwould then
ren Guy's
pick up her
(La Habra, Calif.) 2-for-3 per
second on a stolen base before sixth homer of the season, as
the second baseman went
formance pacing the lineup.
Lindsay Martin (Methuen,
After failing to score in the
Mass.) belted a two-run single yard over the left field fence
early contest, the Bulldogs
to left field, giving the visitors to tie the score, 4-4. Bryant

he k out our we site:
www.B

ntrch~ay. com

ount
would continue to put up
runs via the long ball, as
Eringis recorded her first
homer of the season in the top
of the sixth with Kendall
Corder (Carmichael, Calif.) on
base, giving the Bulldogs
their second lead of the game,
6-4.
Weinberg would bring
home Bowen on a single in
the top of the seventh, after
Bowen had reached first via
walk and advanced to third
compliments of a sacrifice
bunt by Mable and a wild
pitch.
Holding a 7-4 lead into the
bottom half, Bryant appeared
to be in control, but the
Mount's Beth Everist hit a
two-run homer to left field to
pull the Mountaineers within
one. Despite the late surge,
Jennifer Jacob (Deer Park,
N.Y.) would take over in the
circle and tum off the lights
with back-to-back Ks for the
7-6 Bryant victory.
Jacob earned her first save
on the season while starting
pitcher Brittany Hart (North
Andover, Mass.) moved to 8-7
on the year after throwing 6.1
innings of work, including
one strikeout.
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Religion and the challenge of diversity
By Thorn Basset

Faculty Contributor
There are many reasons
why I'm proud to teach at
Bryant University. One reason
is Bryant's commitment to a
set of guiding principles es
sential to an academic envi
ronment that meaningfully
prepares students to live in
and contribute to a d eeply in
terconnected world. Among
these p rinciples is the follow
ing:
Bryant University is a place
where the sacredness of each
person is hon red and where
diversity is aggressively pur
sued.
The principle that diversity
matters also appears in the
Bryant Pledge, which all in
coming students are asked to
sign and which sets forth the
UniverSity' S commitments to
them. Bryant promises,
among other things, to respect
and honor each student as an
individual and to foster un
derstanding of diverse rul
tures and groups. Of course,
this commitment to diversity
applies to more than just stu
dents. Bryant eeks to value
all persons, whether adminis
trators, staff, faculty mem
bers, or students, as
individuals and to recognize
th at the community they form
is diverse in many respects.
S i und niable tha
an institution, Bryant seeks to
promote diversity. It's also
clear that in many ways, our
institutional priorities and
practices have done exactly
that. Nevertheless, there is an
aspect of campus life that in
my view is not consistent
with our guiding principles.
To be specific, some forms of
institutional religious practice
have the effect, if not the in
tention, of favoring the Chris
tian over other religious
traditions and w ays of Ii e.
This privileging, moreover,
cannot be squared with h on
oring every community mem
ber's individuality or the
iversity essential to the kind
of wliver~nty Bryant aim to
be.
Before I explain 'h1' I've
reached these c nel ions, I
want to be clear about two
things. First, I str n gly sup
port the right of
istians at
Bryant to observe their reli
gious traditions as their con
sciences and d enominations
dictate. To advocate for au
thentic d iversity when it
comes to religious practice en
tails my wanting Christians to
be able to worship and prac
tice their faith here. (In fact, as
a Jew, I would have written
Do you have a response to
an article you read? Com

mentary on 8 campus issue
or situation?
Wrltaa
Letter to the Edltori
Log n to the website

www.BryantArchway.com or
e-mail archway@bryant.edu

essentially the same article if
group in the pursuit of auholidays and practices is imJudaism were institutionally
thentic diversity. But there are proper in at least two ways.
favored the way Christianity
events in our communal life
First, use of the campuswhere we must be sure, as the wide email list by Christian
is now .) My complaintl thus,
university puts it, to "aggreschaplains gives at least the ap
is not that Christian obsersively pursue" diversity. One
pearance of endorsement by
vance occurs on campus; it is
that the university in several
such event is Convocation.
the university of Christian
Another is the Festival of
faith and p ractice. The cam
ways gives preferen tial treatment to Christianity and that
Lights. This December event
pus-wide email list communi
cates infonnation about
this preference contradicts the is an important part of the
principle of hon ring diverBryant experience, and it
events and other matters that
the university considers valusity.
clearly stands as an effort by
The second point I want to
the university to honor the
bie for everyone at Bryant to
stress is that in m y opinion
cultural and religious diverknow. To choose an obvious
this privileging of Christianity sity of our campus. But the
and innocuous example,
Festival nevertheless in at
when all faculty, staff, and
i, unintentional. I don't believe anyone at Bryant has de- least one inlportant respe t
students are ern ailed regard
liberately attempted to set this gives preference to Christianing a Red Cross blood drive,
the clear implication is that
religion over other faith tradi- ity in a troubling way.
tions and ways of life. NeverWhy is it that the Festival
the university wishes us all to
of Lights always coincides
be aware of this campus event
theless, that has happened,
more than once, in more than
with the start of the Christian
and that participating in the
one way, over the course of
holiday of Advent, when the
blood drive is something the
this academic year. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ university endorses.
For example, I do
not believe the partic- It simply isn't inclusive to continually
A similar im
ipation of a Christian
invzte non-Christians to engage in
plied, even if, again,
Christian practices. It's intrusive, and unintentional mes
minister in last Seph"
h"
I sage accompanies
tember's Opening
Convocation is cont e mtrusIOn, even w en umntentIOna, campus-wide
sistent with Bryant's
erodes respect for individuals who are ern ails about Chriscommitment to divernot Christians and fails to foster au- tian holidays and
sity. Convocation, let
thentic diversity.
practices. The uni
us remember, is simversity is thereby
ply a ceremony that
suggesting that, for
brings back together retumother religions represented at
example, the beginning of
ing members of the Bryant
the Festival have holidays that Lent is something everyone at
community and welcomes
uccur at other times of the
Bryant should be aware of.
new members into it. This
year? For example, in 2010 the The university is also endors
Hindu holiday of Diwali ocing the obse~rance of Lent,
therefore should be an event
that highlights our commitcurred in November and the
again by everyone here. But
Muslim holiday of Ramadan
the university cannot convey
ment to diversity. But what
occurred in August and Sepsuch messages even indirectly
does our university say about
tember. While it is true that
if it wishes to remain firmly
itself, even indirectly, by intraducing a prominent Christhe Jewish holiday of
committed to honoring diver
Chanukah was still on-going
sity, given that not everyone
tian element into an event
that it is not essentially reliwhen the Festival oc(,urred
here is a Christian.
~ous and which involves
last semester, in other years
The better course is to reo·
the menorah has been lit even quire the Christian chaplains
people of different faiths or
no reliuious beliefs at all?
though Chanukah has not
to do what sponsors of every
o·
started.
This last point is worth
other speCIal-interest group
The recognition of these
stressing. It may be true that a
on campus must to keep its
holidays during Advent, but
members informed: create
m ajority of p~rsons here are
not w hen they occur accordChristians in a spiritual or
and m aintain a special email
cultural sense. But we are not
ing to their governing calenlist of those who wish to re
dars, fails to embody true
only Christians here. We are
cei ve informati n about
also Mushms and Jews, Bu ddi er. ity and show authentic
Christian events and obser
dhists and Hindus, Confurespect for Bryant's Hindus,
vances. It strikes me as a mat
Muslims, and Jews. If you
cians and humanists, just as
ter of simple fairnes and in
need fu rther help se ing why
we also are agnostics and
line with l) Ui 0 erriding com
that's the case, ask you rself
atheists. In oth Twor s, we
mitment to diversity to no
this question : Would it seem
are a di rse community and
longer allow campus-wlde
condsten t with true respect
emails about Ch ristian h 0 Ii
therefor e many of those in attendance at Can 'ocation were for their religion to ask Chrisdays and even ts, especially
tian s to observe Ad ent in,
not Christians. How therefore
w hen other religious grou ps
say, late su mmer in order to
call Bryant b said to honor
are denied similar access to
coincide with Ram adan?
diver;ity in this context by
th c mmunitv. Also, I don't
Christian faith and practice
opening the academic y ear
believe that op erating th is
has not received preferential
wilh a ceremony that includes
specialized email list would
treatment only in conne tion
explicitly Christian prayers?
impose an undue burden on
I am aware that some
with Impor tant ampus
the chaplains, to J'udge by the
events. It also has w hen it
Bryant Christians may deeply
very sm all percentage of
(omes to campus-wide email
desire expressions of their
Bryant's community that parcommunications. This might
faith to be part of events like
ticipates in on-campus Chrisseems like a strange objection
Convocation. That wish is untian worship services, etc.
to raise, but it isn't. Allowing
In addition to the general
derstandable. Further, it's not
campus chaplains to use the
always easy to know what
distribution of these emails. at
kind of accommodations we
general email list to broadcast least some of their content
information about Christian
may rightly ask of a dominant
also contradicts Bryant's com
J

Letter to the Editor
To whom it may concern:
I wanted to give a special thank you to the directors
and organizers of the 3rd Annual Bryant 5K this past Sunday,
especially Amy Webster, Janice Fagan, and Rich Dankel. They
did a great job putting on the event, and are doing a great job
trying to spread awareness of the importance of maintaining a
healthy lifestyle. Thanks for helping make Bryant a great place
to go to school.
Sincerely,
Brendan Heller

mitment to respecting diver
sity. 111 discuss'two examples
of this. First, on March 2 th
chaplains sent out an email
that invited all recipients to
participate, as they wrote, "in
the Christian observance of
Lent, by self-examination and
repentance: by prayer, fasting,
and self-denial; and by read
ing and meditating on God's
holy word." And on April 19
we were all imnted to engage
in a Christian practice called
the "Stations of the Cross" in
observance of Holy Week,
which is, according Lo the
email, "the most [solemn] and
sacred time" for Christians.
Again let me be clear: I don't
doubt that these emails were
sent with a sincere desire to
include all members of the
Bryant communi ty in obser
vances the chaplains consider
important and meaningful.
That's also exactly the
problem. It simply isn't inclu
sive to continually invite non
Christians to engage in
Christian practices. It's intru
sive, and the intrusion, even
when unintentional, erodes
respect for individuals who
are not Christians and fails to
foster authen tic diversity. To
understand how this is the
case, you need nly onc
more reverse r les and ask
whether it would be proper
for a rabbi to ask Bryant
Christians over and over to
observe the Jewish Sabbath
and to fast during Yom Kip
pur because it's "the most
solemn and sacred time" of
the year for Jews.
It would be wrong for the
university to allow such
emails to go out to the entire
Bryant community, so it has
to be inconsistent with the
university's core values to
have allowed these Lenten
and Holy Week ern ails to be
sent to us all.
To conclude, when it
comes to the question of di
versity and religion on cam
pus, we must act in
accordance wi th wha t we are
as well as what we are not.
We are n ot a sectarian institu
tion. We are not a Christian
university. We are a univer
sity that acknowledges differ
ent religIOUS traditions are
important to many people
here, just as for many others
no religious belief and p rac
tice shapes t.lteir lives. We are,
that is, a nondenominational,
secular institution deeply
committed to diversity. This i
a principle we are rightly
proud of. And one we should
protect.

~------------------------~------------------------------------------------------------~

Correction
The byline of the "Cons of G-Mail"
article was printed incorrectly.

The writer's name is Gian
Spicuzza.

•
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Help build stl1dent pressure to
improve faculty evaluation process
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By Katie Colton
.

StaffWnter .
When course .evaluations
became electroruc last semest~r, a lot of us. stu~ents noticed for the first time tha.t
some p~ofessors do not. gIve
evaluation forms to thelf students. We then learned
tenured faculty members only
need to once every three
years. A lot of. students were
app.alled by this and began
~allmg th~se pro~essors out on
It. Sometimes this was successful, other ~mes it just
made for a budd-up of tension.
However, I would like to
point out that these faculty
members did nothing wrong,
s they were simply abiding
by their contract. That being
said, I still feel strongly that
this should not be the case,
and that students should have
the chance to evaluate faculty
each semester. We are paying
for a service, after all, and
customer feedback is important - this is the first thing we

evaluation process. As stu
dents, we feel it is our right to
have the ability to evaluate
our professors each semester,
as the quality of our classes is
very important to us. The fol
lowing are some suggestions
that I would like you to consider for the future.
First, I commend you on
the addition of online course
evaluations. They are much
less tedious to complete and
ask higher quality questions
that will better help to provide constructive criticism.
However, I ask that you consider adding a question rating
the course materials used,
such as textbooks and software, as professors could then
recognize whether learning
aids are effective in enhancing
course material.
Secondly, I would like to
address the idea of tenured
faculty opting-out of evalua
tions every three years. While
I understand that these professors are doing nothing
wrong and are still abiding by

mester that students are in
timidated to bring up with
the professor due to fear of it
affecting their grades. I
strongly encourage you,
whether it is through an email, letter, or other means of
communication, to make stu
dents aware of ways in which
they can make sure their
voices are heard. Many of us
are more than willing to sit in
forums and focus groups, fill
out midterm evaluations, seek
out a comment card as
needed, etc. during the semes
ter to provide feedback on
how the courses are going
and what we would like to
see improved before the end
of the semester to ensure our
experience is the best it can
be.
In conclusion, many mem
bers of the student body are
disappointed we cannot eva 1
uate all of our professors. We
understand that professors
who opt-out are doing noth
ing wrong, but when the con
tract is renegotiated this

The Gulf one year later:
Still waiting for love
MCTCampus
A year after the Gulf oil
disaster, Sue Galliano doesn't
want our pity. She just wants
us to act like grown-ups. Especially Congress, which still
hasn't allocated a dime to
restoring the Southeast's natural storm buffers. Those wetland barriers protect places,
but they also cradle a
uniquely American way of life
that has mixed gumbo and oil
for generations.
Whacked by Katrina, hammered by Gustav and nearly
drowned by Ike, Louisiana's
Grand Isle is the spit of sand
and wetlands that President
Obama used as a backdrop
for his Gulf photo ops last
year. With the country in a
budget cutting mood, there's
somewhere between $5 billion
and $20 billion in found

sive disaster. Get together and
get it done. A quarter of our
energy supplies come
money that can be used to rethrough these waterways and
store the gulf found because
their communities; so does 40
BP owes America for what it
percent of the seafood from
broke.
the continental United States.
Sue is head of the Grand
We can create a gulf coast
Isle Community Development that rebuilds itself by working
Team and she_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
the
with
had a simple
" h power of the
'Just as we re seemg t e Mi
.
message for
us last week.
.
ts 0if thexxon
E
ssissippl
zmpac
River instead
Valdez ill 20 years of against it.
We were 50
miles away
1ater, we on 't know ye t The Army
f rom the
Corps of Enwhat effect an oil-infested gineers broke
gates of hell
we came to
foodchain will have. I this river sys
know as
tern in the
Deepwater
name of more efficient shipHorizon. Rebuild the gulf's
natural barriers, she told a
ping. IncreaSingly, a new gen
eration of Corps leaders know
group of New York-based acthey can undo the damage
tivists called Women In Con·
and make those water
servation. Her message' This
__ '-1high
ways even more U::>e:J.W.
And the human benefit to
isn't rocket science. It's about
water and mud and rocks and
the gulf region? It's the
restoration of a rich way of
concrete.
Media from around the
life where food and fan~i1y
planet have reached out to
.h . r
Audubon's scientists because
seamlessly mix WIt pIpe mes
the gulf is the Grand Central
and energy production. ~d
Station for birds. More than
that way of life thrives w .en
natural fresh and saltwater
200 species that migrate to
wetlands create the homes for
and from Central and South
shrimp, oysters, birds and
America rely on its beaches,
fish. This is the way of life in
marshes and forests to fatten
the steamy Southeast that
up before and after their epic
we've heard in the melodies
of Cajuns and jazz masters for
flights. Hummingbirds
weighing one-eighth of an
k
generations.
ounce drop out of the s y
A year later, we still grieve
after non-stop trips across the for the 11 lives lost; we know
Gulf of Mexico, hungry and
greed and recklessness caused
burning body fat and muscle.
the BP Horizon blowout, and
And millions of birds includ
January's Oil Spill Commis
ing brown pelicans breed in
sion report told us tl1at the
these rich coastal lands.
drillers have deep, systemic
issues to fix.
Assessing the damage
from a year ago continues to
Sue Galli.ano, a life-long
be challengin g. Birds that
resident of Grand Isle, is a
never wan t to be found still
survivor. So are the other
haven't been. Thousands of
1,500 people who call Grand
birds became shark food or
Isle home. We owe her an anWere eaten by other predaswer. We can use BP penalties
tors. And somewhere near
to restore the gulf's way of life
7,000 pelicans, plovers, terns
by rebuilding its wetlands
and other birds were found
and its coastline.
dead.
There are seeds of hope
Just as we're seeing the im- here. Not a wishing kind of
pacts of the Exxon Valdez
hope, but real potential for
change. So, what can you do?
spill 20 years later, we don't
know yet what effect an oilYes, this is a "write your repinfested food chain will have.
But we do know that tar balls
resentative" plea at
www.audubon.org. Make a
are still washing ashore on
ruckus for Sue Galliano, for
Grand Isle, and that endanthe critters that call the gulf
gered birds are eating the
f ill h .
worms in the tar balls. Wellhome, for a way 0 . e t at IS
a part of America's soul.
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learn in our business classes.
Below is a letter written to
Dr. Griffiths, the Vice Presi
dent of Academic Affairs. It
outlines my concerns with the
current evaluation process
and recommendations for im
provement from a student's
prospective.
With the letter is a list of
signatures of students that
feel the same way. If you
would like to sign the letter, a
copy can be found in the Stu
dent Senate office, or you can
c ntact me directly at
kcolton@bryant.edu, and I
w ill meet you somewhere.
Student pressure can really go
a long way, and I truly believe
our student body has the abil
ity to work with the adminis
tration and faculty to make a
positive change regarding this
subject:
Dear Dr. Griffiths,
On behalf of many stu
dents at Bryant University, I
would like to voice some con
cerns with the current faculty

their contract, many students
have important feedback that
is not being voiced because of
the ability to opt-out of evalu
ations.
Many students value the
opportunity to provide both
praise and constructive criti
cism to professors, and it is
only fair that we get the op
portuni.ty to do so with each
class we take. In addition, in
three years, the course syl
labus, classroom technology,
text books, etc. could have
changed multiple times with
out feedback from students,
making feedback from previ
ous years invalid. Therefore, I
strongly encourage you to
take into account when rene
gotiating the contract the idea
of evaluations after every
course for every professor.
My final concern is the lack
of options for providing feed
back mid-semester or for
those professors who choose
to opt-out of evaluations.
Many ideas and concerns
come up throughout the se

summer, we strongly recom
mend pressuring the faculty
to have mandatory evalua
tions each semester.
In addition, regardless of
whether or not the contract
changes, we would like uni
versity officials to p rovide
means for students with con
cerns or praise throughout the
semester to voice them,
whether it is through focus
groups, midterm e aluations,
or simply publicizing where
on Can1pU a student with a
concern abou t a class can go
to speak with somebody .
As a student body, we are
frustrated, but are also more
than willing to work with the
university and faculty to ad
dress such concerns. Thank
you for your time and effort.
Attached you will find a list of
students that support the con
cerns brought up in this letter.
Sincerely,
Katie Colton
Class of 2012

meaning clean-up workers
have trampled sandy nesting
grounds. They've shaven the
beaches to remove oil and in
the process taken away the
miles-long lines of seaweed
and ocean-growing plants
that always wash ashore to
serve as food sources and
nesting sites.
Last week, Sens. Mary Lan
drieu, D-La., and David Vit
ter, R-La., introduced a bill
that would finally use BP
penalties blood money, for
sure to rebuild America's rich
est delta system and the entire
coastline of the Gulf of Mexico damaged by the BP spill.
I encourage all the lawmakers from the region to
come together a craft a solu
tion that addresses this mas-

•
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The Senate Axiom
N ew Senate, N ew Worries
By Nick Mancuso

The Student Senate general meeting for last week proved inSt iffW 't
teresting and fascinating for the general student populace. We
a
Yl er
witnessed the inauguration of a new class of Senators, the Student Senate for 2011-2012. This year's out going Senate, 2010-2011, was a full senate with every
one of the twenty legislative body seats having been filled .
However the new senate is seeing a radical decrease in student numbers. With five senate
seats allotted to each class, the freshman class is the only class to have a full representation of
five senators. The other classes have less, 2013 has four, and 2012 has two. This brings the total
number of legislative body members to eleven.
More than just a quantifiable measure of involvemen t with the Student Senate, this count of
eleven legi'ilative body me~bers is paralyzing- and de~}litating f~r the organization.. With only
eleven senators, the Senate IS unable to meet quorum or a reqUlred number of legislators to
pass bills, vote on constitutions, pass budgets, and generally act as a legislati e body.
The required number of Senators is fifteen, representing two-thirds of the Senate, and with its
current number of eleven, the Senate is unable to act in any capaci ty until their seats are filled.
Whether or not Senate can act and fulfill its responsibilities as a representative body to the
students is a pressing matter, becau until it's rectified, the Senate cannot act or function. What
happens next is up" to President Schroff and his executive board, and whatever action is taken,
must be made sWIftly and quickly, if the Senate is to work at all..

Should there be a 'fat tax'?
MCTCamp us

some of their meaning when
it comes to health care, with
If an individual's body
its rapidly rising costs.
mass index isn't a purely per
Whether it's a surcharge or an
sonal matter, what is? We
incentive makes no difference
have the right to choose be
people
who lead healthier
tween healthy food or junk
lifestyles pay less, while the
food, even if the latter is more
higher costs associated with
likely to result in obesity and
obesity, smoking and a life on
related health problems. But
the couch are assumed by
once our choices affect others,
those who generate them.
there's a natural conflict be
The bigger issue is whether
tween individual freedom
far-reaching government poli
and social responsibility. In a
cies can be implemented in
nation where rising health
ways that are fair and effec
care costs and diminished ac
tive. About 10 percent of the
cess to medical care are issues
obese population cannot rea
of grave concern, personal de
sonably lose weight through
cisions are no longer strictly
ordinary means because of
private. The treatment of obe
special medical problems;
sity- and smoking-related dis
they would need exemptions.
ease is tremendously
And though Arizona's med
expensive, which in turns
ical
insurance for the poor
drives up health insurance
proposes to cover visits to the
premiums for everyone, as
doctor for weight loss,
well as raising the costs for
chances
are it won't do much
Medicaid, Medicare and
to make sure those patients
health coverage for public
have access to affordable,
mployees.
healthy
food. Low-income
These legitimate concerns
neighborhoods often lack
have resulted in a raft of
farmers markets or even stan
nanny-state proposals to
dard supermarkets; instead,
shape the public's dietary
they have an excess of cheap
habits by taxing this food or
fast-food joints. Similarly, we
that drink or by outlawing
can't expect children to get
free toys that accompany un
the exercise they need when
healthy children's meals at
they
live in gang-infested
some restaurants. Such pro
neighborhoods too dangerous
posals raise inevitable ques
for outdoor play.
tions of fairness and
There's also the
effectiveness. Does it
inevitable
complaint
make sense to tax a
'This approach is far more appealing that some smokers
can of soda but not a
than taxmg soda and is more likely to and overeaters live
fruit juice that con
improve America's health. It provides a long and healthy
tains more calories
dzrect link between unhealthy ways of lives and yet would
per cup and very lit
have to pay the sur
tle additional nutri
living and the consequences.'
charge. That's true
tion? Would a
enough, but the sta
vitamin-fortified soda be
kinds of smart decisions that
tistics are against them, and
exempt from the tax? And it's
are
associated
with
better
that should be reflected in in
hard to figure out whether the
health. Safeway, for instance,
surance costs. Smoking and
bigger obesity culprit is a
small order of fried chicken at offers significant discounts on obesity greatly increase the
health insurance premiums to risk of chronic and life-threat
a fast-foot outlet or a giant
ening health problems that in
employees who don't smoke
slab of prime rib at a pricey
and who maintain healthy
many cases are preventable,
restaurant. Or, as many dieti
weight, blood-pressure and
including stroke, cancer, heart
tians now think, maybe it's
cholesterol levels. The com
disease and diabetes. It makes
the carbs; has the time come
pany reported that its per
sense to tie higher preventa
for a public pasta tax? In any
person healthcare c sts
ble risk to higher premiums.
case, there is much uncer
remained
flat
for
four
years
Not all rock climbers have se
tainty about whether such
during which such costs rose
rious accidents, either, but
tactics would have any effect
38 percent for most compa
they still pay more for life in
on the country's collecbve
nies.
surance,
when they can find
bulging belly.
For several years, Alabama it.
We prefer the approach
This approach is far more
has levied a health insurance
most recently proposed in
surcharge on state employees
appealing than taxing soda
Arizona, where officials hope
who smoke or are obese and
and is more likely to improve
to levy a $50 annual fee on
who fail to seek help for these America's health. It provides
some Medicaid patients who
conditions. Several other
a direct link between un
don't take steps to improve
healthy
ways of living and the
states
have
approved
similar
their health. It is vague at this
consequences. Americans
policies.
point how the proposal
Of course, carrots by which need information, through la
would work, who would be
mean incentives for
we
beling, nutrition education
liable for the fee and under
healthier
behavior,
not
the
and
medical advice, to make
what circumstances; but some
beta carotene-rich vegetables
smart diet decisions. Then
examples mentioned are
are more popular with the
they should be free to eat
obese patients who fail to fol
than
sticks
such
as
sur
public
what they want as long as
low their doctors' plans for
charges. But those terms lose
they bear the cost of their perlosing weight, smokers who
shun programs to help them
quit the habit or certain dia
betes patients who ignore
medical advice on lifestyle
changes that would improve
their lab results.
News reports have cast the
Arizona fees as a way to bring
in more money for the state's
Medicaid program, which
might then be able to afford to
reinstitute coverage for organ
transplants for poor people.
Even if that were the point _
and it's not _ there's no way
the state would save money
in the short term with what
some are calling a "fat tax."
Administrative expenses
alone would be higher than
the $50 fee; the state would
have to figure out which
Medicaid recipients were af
fected, oversee progress and
deal with appeals. In addi
tion, the state would pay for
at least some level of treat
ment, such as smokinJ-cessa
tion programs or regular
doctor visits for diet check-ins
and advice. Instead, the pro
gram is expected to help Ari
zona's bottom line over time,
by reducing healthcare costs
for those patients.
Private companies already
are trying similar strategies,
with financial incentives for
employees who make the
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I'm having some troubl with the teaching methods of a
professor here. He teaches via power point and I don't feel like
he is teaching anything in addition to the slides. When his
midterm came around, it was entirely multiple choice, and
taken from the textbook. I am way better at essay tests and I
did really poorly. His final is going to be all multiple choice
too, I do not think this is fair, because he is not using multiple
methods to test our know ledge. Do you think it is worthwhile
for me to talk to him?

Different students learn in different ways, and many people ill
your class may excel with powerpoint teaching and multiple choice
exams. However, since it is clearly not your 'tiling' there are afew
things you should do. First, you hould stop thinking this is unfair
because often writing exams seem unfair to people who learn differ
ently too. Once you get past this belief, approach Y 014r professor at of
fice hours and explain that you are having trouble with the material.
He may tell you tips f01 the exam, and provide you additional infor
mation about the topic. If this provides no help, however, you know
that reading the book will help you on the final, so get reading. Now
you know not to take this professorfor future classes.

Pr
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REDay
Over 370 students presented on Research and
Engagement Day. Go Bryant students!
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Spring is h ere ...not!
Spring came for a day or two and then left.
We've had more cold days in April than warm
ones, and school is almost out!

IBrya t Said What!?
Compiled by Bryant Students

Person 1: "He has a six pack because he never eats!"
Person 2: "Yeah, he has a six pack by default."
"I can feel your asian"
"I'd rather do noses than butts"
"I lost my cherry in here somewhere!"
"If you see someone fall down in the roto, and then
not get up - don't worry, I'm just napping."

Guy: "Woman, make me a sandwich!"
Girl: "You're allergic to gluten .... so sure!"
"I can mix anything, not blow anything"
"I would use the tenn "winning" loosely here.
Charlie Sheen would be appalled by it. It's more
like no one else wanted it, so they gave it to you."
E-mail funny quotes to dfordl@bryant.edu
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AMC's The Killing is not

april 22, 2011
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This detective series is unlike your typical CSI
Larsen family tries to cope
with the devastating tragedy
of Rosie' s death.
Who killed Rosie Larsen?
The Killi1lg's greatest
That is the question everyone
strength is in its incredibly
is trying to answer on AMC's
strong writing. Whereas a
hit new series The Killing, a
procedural like NCIS or Crin/
heavy, gloomy, gripping
mal Minds will spend a 60
drama that goes far beyond
minute episode on one case
what w e typically see on CST
that sees the killer behind
and other detective shows.
bars by the time the hour is
over, The Killing differs in that
From the executive producer
of Cold Case, The Killing is
each episode is only one day
nly four episodes in and is
of the ongoing investigation.
already one
Because of
of the most
this, we get a
addictiv and
glim pse into a
well-written
'Because Of this we get world w~ never
dramas cur'j
'
ee on cnme
rentIy on tele- a glimpse into a world shows - we get
vision.
we never see on CTIme to feel the r p erThf Killing
cussians of
begins with
shows.'
Ro ie's mur er
detective
by seeing everyone i affE cts,
Sarah Und~n
(Big Love's
___________ from her family
Mireille Eno ) pa king up her
to her clas mat ,to th c ps
things to finally leave Seattle
leading the investigation to
and start a new life with her
the Richmond campaign.
fiance and pre-teen on in
While the how moves at a
California.
slow p ace, it is n ever dull for
However, he is assigned
even a momenl. '!he p ac
only serves to enhance the
to the eemingly random
m urder case of 17-year-old
drama and engross the audicnce. And the sh ow's always
Rosie Larsen, a midd le-class
rainy Seattle setting p rovides
. rl who goes missing and is
subsequently fou nd dead. But for a somber, dreary tone that
n t found just anywhere - in
carries the pace perfectly.
the trunk of a car submerged
The Killing is chock-full of
gripping characters, each of
in a p ond : a car that belongs
to the can1paign of may rar
whom have ecrets a their
candidate Darren Richmond
own that start to come to light
(Billy Campbell). And the plot as the investigation proonly thickens from there.
gresses. Because every characLinden is assigned a new
ter is inte~ral to the story, it is
partner-her virtual polar op- hard to pmpoint just one
posite-and is forced to postactor wno steals the show.
pone her move as she works
However, there are a few
on the Larsen case. At the
performances that are cer
same time, Richmond's camtainly worth mentioning and
paign deals with the afterguaranteed to be remembered
math of the horrifying
when next year's Emmy nom
discovery that could sink his
inations are announced. Tak
political career, all while the
ing the lead, Mireille Enos'

By Coburn Childs
Staff Writer

(Courtesy of Frank OckenfelsiAMC)

detectiv Sarah Linden is a
force to be reck ned w it .
As a woman w ho says very
little, Linden is a character
w hose sad eyes and silence
hint at a dark, haunted past;
yet she pursues the Larse 1
case with a quiet, do
d de
termination. Guarde and
cautious, she still manages to
come off as incredibly strong,
yet not the least bit abrasive.
As Stephen Holder - Lin
den's extremely rough
around-the-edgesnew
partner-Joel Kinnaman bites
mto his role with unorthodox
enthusiasm and smart-ass
humor that complements
Enos' quiet type perfectly.
Equally fantastic are Michelle

Stan Larsen (Brent Sexton), Mitch Larsen (Michelle Forbes), Sarah Linden (Mireille
Enos) and Stephen Holder (Joel Kinnaman) in Episode 2. (Courtesy of Carole SegallAMC)

Forb ~s and Bren t Sexton as
Rosie's grief-stricken parents,
w ho are left looking for an
swers hile still trying to re
main strong for their two
younger sons. Also worth
m entionin g is Kristin l ehman
as Gw
Richmond' ri ht
hand~oman(andlover ,
who seems to be hiding more
than she lets on.
Probably one of the most
unique aspects of The Killing
is that it is able to tie together
an extremely grounded and
pointedly human story with
out the sex, gore, and lan
guage that is typical of so
many other character-driven
shows like Dexter and The So
pranos. Don't get me wrong, I
certainly applaud those other
series for their storytelling
and suspense; yet it is an in
credible feat for a drama like
The Killing to hit all the right
points of realism without feel
ing like a cop-out.
This is gritty, real-life TV at
its finest. As the investigation
progresses, more questions
arise that begin to suggest
Rosie's m urder may n ave
been a part of something
much Digger. Who had access
to the Ricnmond campaign
car? H ow d id Holder get as
signed to case seemingly
ou t of his league? What's on
the video footage being texted
aroun d t ROSIe's d assm tes?
And was Rosie Larsen really
th good-girl honors stu dent
her parents knew her to be?
In recen t years, AMC has
been heralded for the net
work's remarkable story
telling, with what critics

widely regard as three of the
best dramas on television
righ t now: Breaking Bad, Mad
Men, and TIle Walking Dead.
With The Killing, they've done
it again - woven an incredi
ble, intense story filled wi th
compelling charaders and
1oIUiWU\¥..I.iillk,--_~
pert writin '
tastic TV. For me, the next
episode of this bleak mystery
cannot come soon enough.
Watch The Killing on AMC,
Sundays at 10 pm.

IS tv senes earne 5
out of 5 bulldogs

Did you know?
An, movie, concert, restaurant or

ew is eligible for

E-mail archway@bryant.edu
For our Reimbursement P licy

reimbursement!

var1ety
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10 Ways to Survive Scream's Ghostface
wards.
3.) Always fight back, and
fight back hard. People who
make a significant effort to
fight back always end up sur
viving, even if they get
stabbed multiple times.
4.) Hang out with people
you suspect of being Ghost
face. If some of your friends
seem like they are definitely
Ghostface, then they aren't.
Horror movies like to lead
you on.
5.) If you manage to knock
out Ghostface, keep your eyes
on him the wh ole time. If you
look away for a second, he
will be gone. Preferably, hold
him down until the police get
there.

Neve Campbell in Scream 4

By Jonathan De Costa

Staff Writer

Fear you may have ended
up in a slasher flick? Fear not.
All you need to do is carry
this issue of The Archway
with you wherever you go.
Here are some survival tips
based on the movie Scream 4.

will just make him ten times
angrier and hell be more
likely to play with you, like a
lion playmg with his food.

6.) Stick together. Ghost
face may attack groups, but
he tends to attack when peo
ple are alone. Plus, if you are
In a group, then there are
more opportunities to get
away as Ghostface slices your
friends up.

2.) Never make fun of the
situation. Also going along
with that, never trick scare
someone. You will just end up
dead, most likely rIght after

7.) Make sure you are not
an easily replaceable stock
character. There are several
ways to tell, but by the time
you figure it out you are
probably dead. This is proba

(MCT Campus)

Follow them, and you will
survive. Actually, come to
think of it, innocently reading
a newspaper article is proba
bly the perfect opportunity
for Ghostface to get you...
1.) Never ever hang up on
him, or mock him in anyway.
Seriously, don't do it. This

bly the only one that is almost
unavoidable, unless you go to
step #10.
8.) Stay away from the per
son you think is completely
innocent. If grandma looks
completely innocent, if there
is little chance she is Ghost
face, then lock her up in her
walk-in closet. End movie.
That is, unless you were
wrong about grandma.. .
9.) Arm yourself. This one
is a little bit iffy. If you arm

yourself and you do not make
a valian t effort to fight back,
then arming yourse1f can ac
tually be more dangerous.
10.) Leave Woodsboro.
Ghostface kills people in
Woodsboro alrriost every sin
gle year, and always on the
same day. If it is the anniver
sary of the Ghostface killer,
then think about leaving the
town. Why even bother stay
ing? Why bother risking your
life every year?
It's the perfect day for a va
cation. Fly to the south of
France or South Africa or
Hong Kong. Ghostface proba
bly cannot afford the airfare,
and youll avoid being Ran
dom Murder Victim #3.

The Gilded Path
By Alex Scelzo

Staff Writer
What life we lead which spawns such hate
Of malice without sleep
The beauties we discriminate
And in the darkness reap.
The justice shown in nameless lands
Of which we don't partake
Won't satisfy my heart's demands
Or sooth me when I wake.
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To take a step on gilded p ath
forever meets attack
To walk the road of soulless smiles
needs only a smile back.

Interested in writing for Variety?
Did you know we have a reimbursement
policy?
We11 give you a full reimbursement for a
movie ticket and a partial for a concert
tiCKet!
Email the Archway at archway@bryant.edu
for more info!
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On April 15th Relay for Life
was kicked off on the Bryant
track. Their fundraising goal
was $22,000 and they are
well on their way! If you
would still like to donate
please go to Tupper's face
oook page and find the link
there! Thank you to all who
participated an d all who
have donated to this w on
derful cau se!
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